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This evaluation is based on data in the audit of the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources 
(WDNR) wastewater program by the Legislative Audit Bureau 16-6 dated June 2016. The audit 
used data from 2005-2015. 

The state’s Clean Water Act program is funded by federal grants as well as fees collected from 
regulated industries and municipalities. Some fees are paid to the state’s general fund (GPR) 
and then returned to WDNR (NR101 fees). The wastewater program contributes 12% more 
NR101 money to GPR than it gets back and is therefore supporting other related water 
programs.  

The number of Confined Animal Feeding Operations (CAFO) permits is rapidly increasing while 
the number of other permits is declining slightly, partially due to conversion of specific WPDES 
permits to general permit coverages. The financial burden among regulated parties is not 
equitably distributed. CAFO fees support only 2.7% of the WDNR CAFO program ($2,402,000 in 
2015). By comparison, fees paid by municipal and industrial WPDES permit holders pay for 66% 
of WDNR cost to address their facilities. The remaining needs are covered by decreasing federal 
Clean Water Act grant funds and funds from the State Environmental Fund. This fund includes 
revenue primarily from the repayment of Clean Water Fund loans, solid waste tipping fees, 
grants, annual fees for land application of sludge, and discharges made through land treatment 
systems. If CAFO facilities paid at the same rate as other industries, the entire Wisconsin Clean 
Water Act Program could more readily address the numerous shortcomings raised in the 
Legislative Audit Bureau (LAB) report and by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA).   

WDNR issues hundreds of wastewater General Permit approvals without collecting any fees.  
Conversion of specific WPDES permits to general permits without fees, cuts off a revenue 
stream to support the work. This is another example of some industries receiving inequitable 
financial treatment within the WDNR wastewater program.   

Implications for WDNR Budgets: 

The 2017 WDNR budget proposed by the governor includes transferring 4 employees from 
other water programs to the CAFO program. The municipal and industrial WPDES program was 
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identified by LAB and USEPA as unable to meet program expectations for responding to 
violations and other Clean Water Act duties. The ability to transfer existing staff from outside 
the Clean Water Act programs is limited due to commitments associated with dedicated 
funding sources. 

Implications for WDNR permit enforcement: The emphasis on increasingly complex and 
controversial permits has increased the staff time commitment to issue all types of permits by 
6.5%. This is associated with a 2.8% decrease in staff time on compliance and enforcement of 
permits. Prior to 2012 WDNR spent more time tracking compliance than issuing WPDES 
permits. Since that time the WDNR has spent more time processing permits than investigating 
compliance. While not separated out in the LAB report on the WPDES program, staff working in 
the CAFO program report that they have always spent more time processing permits than 
investigating compliance. 

About Wisconsin’s Green Fire: Wisconsin’s Green Fire- Voices for Conservation (WGF) supports 
the conservation legacy of Wisconsin by promoting science-based management of its natural 
resources. Our members represent extensive experience in natural resource management, 
environmental law and policy, scientific research, and education. Our members have 
backgrounds in government, non-governmental organizations, universities and colleges and the 
private sector 
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